RACING INCIDENTS
IN BRIEF OF IMMEDIATE PAST 6 RUNS

1st Race The Forest Flair Plate Div - II
STARS FOR YOU

Cl-V’, 4-30, 5 years old and over
2912⁄19605

1200 Mts.

12⁄201130

M19-20 met interference at the start.
refused to be stalled despite substantial
efforts, as such the filly was withdrawn before coming under the Starters order. M20-21 - 291⁄211114 leaned outwards and met interference
passing the 800 metres. 73⁄211550 found to be sore from the right fore leg, as such, the mare was certified her unfit to race and withdrawn.

TRISTAR
M20-21 - 1312⁄20374 had lost its right fore shoe. 241⁄211037 jumped outwards at the start & was
observed to have lost its right fore shoe.
Pn19 - 38⁄19199 jumped out slow losing about a length at the start. M20-21 - 2712⁄20535 met
interference passing 500 metres and clip its heels and stumble, thereby dislodging the rider and again was observed to have a cut injury
at the left hind cannon. 113⁄2116312 It was observed that the left rein of Jockey broke, as such Jockey could not ride out his mount to
complete advantage, Approaching the 1300 metres.

MICHELANGELO

Pn19 - 229⁄191020 was permitted to be withdrawn from this race since the gelding had bled during
morning work on 20/09/2019. M19-20 - 232⁄201576 bumped and had to be steadied in the final stages of the race. and had lost its left
hind shoe. M20-21 - 612⁄20160 was very fractious and reluctant to be stalled, as such, the gelding was withdrawn before coming under
the Starters Order.

TOUGH COP

ARRECIFE
200 metres.

113⁄211633

M19-20 - 262⁄201615 bumped soon after the start. M20-21 - 241⁄21973 met interference passing the
met interference Passing the 1000 metres.

Pn19 - 79⁄19744 leaned outwards approaching the 200 metres. 219⁄19966 had injuries to both eyes
(sore eye, lacrimation). M20-21 - 212⁄211359 met interference soon after the start.

GALLOPING STAR

M19-20 - 181⁄20989 App reported that his mount hung-in in the straight. 132⁄201429 jumped out slow,
losing about 5 lengths at the start. M20-21 - 151⁄219214 received checked soon after the start. 72⁄2111510 marginally slow out and lost a
length at the start.

HOLLYWOOD PARK

ROMANESQUE

M19-20 - 91⁄20847 met interference at the start. M20-21 - 151⁄21926 met interference passing the 500 metres.

ARABIAN STORM

M20-21 - 72⁄2112110 jumped inwards at the start.

M19-20 - 53⁄201720 found to be sore by the left hind leg, as such the gelding was certified unfit to race
and was withdrawn. M20-21 - 151⁄21883 received checked passing the 200 metres.

HONOURABLE EYES

PRIMUM NON NOCERE
lengths at the start. M20-21 -

M19-20 - 262⁄2016513 turned its head as the start was effected due to which the mare lost about 2
met interference passing 200 metres.

1312⁄20307

GANDALF
M20-21 - 31⁄21683 met interference and stumble and drop back passing the red marker and again met
interference along the rails passing 900 metres. 151⁄21885 met interference and had to be checked passing the 300 metres & was
observed to have a cut injury at the right hind bulb of heel.
CRISTO BOSS
M20-21 - 31⁄21685 met interference passing 900 metres.
nd Race The S A Wahid Plate
Cl-V’, 4-30
1600 Mts.
IRON THRONE
M20-21 - 1312⁄20363 veered outwards and had to be steadied at the start. 72⁄211134 jumped out level
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but was slow into stride at the start & was observed to have hung-out in the straight.

MARRAKESH

M20-21 - 2911⁄20138 had left eye injury (sore, lacrimation).

PRINCESS SNOW

M20-21 - 122⁄211268 met interference at the start.

M20-21 - 2512⁄20484 Jockey reported that his mount was erratic in the straight and in an effort to
change his whip hand, his left rein slipped momentarily.

KINGSWAY

M19-20 - 53⁄201718 met interference at the start. M20-21 - 612⁄202013 leaned inwards soon after the

MARLBORO MAN
start & had left eye injury.

M19-20 - 262⁄201625 Jockey reported that his mount was running green and met interference and to
be steadied passing the 100 metres M20-21 - 1312⁄20316 met interference along the rails passing 400 metres. 101⁄21784 leaned in passing
500 metres. 241⁄21945 had a cut injury at the left hind fetlock.

BLUE BLOOD

M19-20 - 232⁄201533 met interference and marginally slow to begin at the start. M20-21 - 612⁄20226
bumped at the start and leaned imwards passing 800 mts. 81⁄21715 met interference and had to be steadied passing the 150 metres.

CIRCLE OF LOVE

Pn19 - 79⁄19798 bumped and met interference approaching the 1000 metres & was observed to have
broken a blood vessel. 1210⁄19132 was found to be sore by the right fore leg. M19-20 - 2912⁄196510 jumped inwards at the start and met
interference passing the red marker. 161⁄209412 was observed to have run detached from the field and was also inclined outwards.
M20-21 - 31⁄216210 met interferenec at the start. 241⁄21938 met interference at the start and to be steadied at the same time.

PATRIOTS DAY
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M19-20 - 132⁄201416 Jockey reported that his mount was running green and was also inclined inwards
passing the 450 metres. M20-21 - 2012⁄20417 had to be checked and change course passing 300 metres. 241⁄211028 Jockey reported
that his mount hung-in in the straight & had a clip injury at the left hind hock.

WILLOWS

M20-21 - 2911⁄20119 met interference passing 400 metres. 1312⁄20317 met interference and had to be

IRISH EYES
steadied approaching 200 metres.

M19-20 - 12⁄2011310 App. was observed to have lost his whip. On being questioned, he stated that
in his effort to change his whip hand the same had slipped passing the 300 metres.

SADDLE THE WIND

M19-20 - 21⁄20708 jumped out brushing against its stall and met interference at the start. M20-21 jumped outwards at the start. 31⁄21628 was observed to have a gum injury.

ADONIJAH
1112⁄202410

3rd Race The Mayor’s Trophy Div - II

Cl-IV, 20-46, (0 to 19 eligible).

1200 Mts.

M20-21 - 2711⁄207 met interference and had to be steadied passing 1000 metres.

SERGIO
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M19-20 - 53⁄201695 App reported that his mount hung-in in the straight. and was found to be sore by
was tightened for room and had to be checked at the start & had right eye injury. 73⁄211508 met
the right fore leg. M20-21 interference Passing the 900 metres & had left hind hoof crack.

C’ EST L’ AMOUR

2712⁄20599

M19-20 - 181⁄201012 was observed to have hung in passing the 350 metres. 12⁄201160 found to be
sore by the right fore leg, as such the filly was certified unfit to race and was withdrawn on veterinary grounds. M20-21 - 241⁄219611 was
observed to have broken a blood vessel.

LADY LANETTE

M19-20 - 262⁄201614 App. Jockey reported that his whip was damaged and was left unserviceable.
jumped outwards at the start & had to be checked in the final stages of the race and was observed to have a cut injury
M20-21 at the left fore cannon, left eye injury (sore). 241⁄21966 met interference and had to be steadied at the start.

STICK TO THE PLAN
2711⁄2027

M19-20 - 132⁄20(136) met interference at the start and App reported that the throat lash of the
bridle used on his mount unfastened during the race. M20-21 - 2012⁄2040 7 veered in approaching 200 metres & was observed to
have a cut injury at the left hind fetlock. 282⁄211459 Jockey stated that his mount shied inwards despite his efforts & met interference
Passing the 1000 metres, had to be steadied and bumped Approaching the 300 metres.

DILBAR

M19-20 - 181⁄201016 veered inwards approaching the 900 metres. M20-21 - 73⁄211460 found to be
suffering from urticaria, as such, the filly was certified unfit to race and was withdrawn on veterinary grounds.

SUFIYAH

M19-20 - 2912⁄19612 Jockey has been fined for having used the whip in excess of the prescribed limit

FEEL LUCKY
on his mount.

M20-21 - 2711⁄2075 met interference approaching 1000 metres. 291⁄211044 bumped approaching the

HIOCTANE
800 metres.

M20-21 - 241⁄211024 had right eye injury (melting ulcers on right eye with lacrimation).

SUSSING

SPARKLING GLORY
M20-21 - 1112⁄202610 had left eye injury.
th Race The Mayor’s Trophy Div - I
Cl-IV, 20-46, (0 to 19 eligible).
1200 Mts.
6
12
BIRKIN BLOWER
M19-20 - 22 ⁄1950 Jockey reported that despite his mount being inclined outwards, he had persisted
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with the use of whip from the right. 22⁄201240 found to be sore by the left fore leg, as such the colt was certified unfit to race and withdrawn.
M20-21 - 31⁄21672 met interference at the start.
M20-21 - 2711⁄2074 met interference soon after the start.

PEPPER

M20-21 - 612⁄20216 along the rails received check passing 700 metres. 2712⁄205711 had a cut injury
jumped outwards at the start. 282⁄2114510 received checked Passing the 900 metres.

UNTITLED

241⁄2110110

at the left hind cannon.

BOLD ADVANCE

M19-20 - 232⁄20(158) jumped inwards at the start.

TIMELESS DEEDS

M20-21 - 2711⁄20810 tightening it along the rails passing 1000 metres. 291⁄211124 met interference

soon after the start.
M20-21 - 241⁄21(103) jumped outwards and met interference at the start & met interference and had

DHARASANA
to be steadied soon after the start.

M20-21 - 2712⁄20557 bumped soon after the start. 241⁄21942 shifted in under the use of whip and had
to be steadied passing the 200 metres.

FLASH FORCE

HAYDEN
M20-21 - 72⁄2111610 jumped out slow losing about 2 lengths at the start.
th Race The Jayaramdas Patel Gold Trophy
Cl-IV, 20-46, (0 to 19 eligible).
2000 Mts.
6
11
MAPLEWOOD
M20-21 - 29 ⁄2011 met interference approaching 1000 metres and again passing 200 metres, had
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left eye injury (sore, lacrimation). 101⁄21774 shifted in and brushed the haunches of MULTISTARRER who had to be steadied approaching
1400 metres. 122⁄21(125) Jockey stated that his mount leaned inwards despite his efforts, Passing the 400 metres & was observed to
have a cut injury at the right hind pastern.
M19-20 - 162⁄201435 met interference passing the 300 metres. M20-21 - 101⁄21835 was observed to
jumped out slow also losing about 3 lengths at the start. 73⁄211496 was racing between JUSTIFIED and
have a gum injury.
SOCRATES was tightened and had to be steadied soon after the start.

FANFARE

291⁄211098

M20-21 - 2711⁄2056 was observed to have a cut injury at the right hind medial aspect of hock.
met interference along the rails Passing the 600 metres.

FLEUR DE LYS
122⁄211245

LA TESTE

M19-20 - 21⁄20714 Jockey reported the loss of whip passing the 150 metres.

MAGIC IN THE WIND

M20-21 - 1312⁄20362 leaned inwards soon after the start.

RUBIK STAR

My19-20 - 292⁄201025 was slowly away and lost few lengths at the start. M20-21 - 113⁄211617 met

interference at the start.
M20-21 - 1312⁄20333 met interference soon after the start. 73⁄211539 was observed to have hung out
and in an effort to correct his mount Passing the 100 metres.

FIRE N ICE

CABO DA ROCA
M20-21 - 2512⁄20483 had an injury at the right nostril.
th Race The Dr. s. c. jain Sprinters’ Championship (grade 2)
Cl-T, Terms, Foreign Jockeys Eligible
1200 Mts.
4
11
2
AUGUSTUS CAESAR
Bg20-21 - 21 ⁄20(30) met severe interference soon after the start. M20-21 - 28 ⁄21141 was found to
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be sore by the right fore leg.
My19-20 - 13⁄201130 withdrawn on veterinary grounds as it was found to be trotting lame on right fore

CAVALLO VELOCE
and injury over knee with swelling.

My19-20 - 13⁄201130 withdrawn on veterinary grounds as it was observed to have sustained injury
over left eye - severe blepharospasm.

CORFE CASTLE

M19-20 - 812⁄19282 jumped out awkwardly and met interference at the start. 91⁄20823 met interference
at the start and leaned inwards approaching the 200mts. 232⁄201512 bumped and to be steadied at the start. M20-21 - 113⁄211592 met
interference soon after the start.

GAZINO

M19-20 - 2112⁄19(43) was observed to have a cut injury at the left hind pastern. My19-20 - 292⁄2010710

IRON AGE
met interference at the start.

KILDARE
M20-21 - 2711⁄2033 had right eye injury (sore).
th Race The Lt. col. govind Singh (vrc) Trophy
Cl-3y, Maiden
1400 Mts.
2
2
FLYING SCOTSMAN
M20-21 - 7 ⁄21119 jumped inwards at the start.
th Race The Forest Flair Plate Div - I
Cl-V’, 4-30, 5 years old and over
1200 Mts.
0
PULVERIZE
M19-20 - 241⁄20110 Jockey reported that his mount jumped out brushing against its stall due to which
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his right stirrup broke and thus he could not ride out his mount to complete advantage. 232⁄201566 met interference passing the 200
metres. and was found to be sore by the left fore leg. M20-21 - 2711⁄20813 was found to be sore by the right fore leg. Also, the gelding
had lost its right fore shoe. 291⁄2110510 met interference approaching the 1000 metres.

M19-20 - 262⁄201617 received checked soon after the start. M20-21 - 1312⁄20324 was found to be sore

SAFDAR
by the left fore leg.

M19-20 - 21⁄20(68) veered out despite the riders efforts passing the 150 metres. 232⁄201564 bumped
approaching the 600 metres and shifted in approaching the 400 metres. 123⁄201833 jumped inwards at the start.

GRAND ARCHITECT

M20-21 - 2512⁄205211 met interference soon after the start. 151⁄219213 received checked soon after

CROSSWINDS
the start.

M18-19 - 173⁄191955 met interference approaching 600 metres and Jockey reported that his mounts
was running green. M19-20 App reported that his mount hung out in the straight passing the 300mts, M20-21 - 212⁄211399
met interference soon after the start.

ISTANBUL

91⁄20842

M20-21 - 2911⁄20910 had lost its right hind shoe. 282⁄2114310 took a fly jump.

LUMINOSITY

M19-20 - 12⁄201194 jumped out slow losing about 5 lengths at the start. and found to be sore by the
jumped out slow losing about 3 lengths at the start. 212⁄211305 jumped outwards and met interference
right fore leg. M20-21 at the start. 113⁄211634 met interference at the start.

ON VA DANSER

101⁄21806

TITANIUM

M20-21 - 101⁄21844 met interference at the start.

GOLD MEMBER

M20-21 - 1312⁄20305 observed to have maintained an erratic course from the 400 meters.

Pn19 - 38⁄19198 met interference passing 100 metres. 159⁄19907 jumped inwards at the start.
Jockey informed that the reins on his mount were wrongly tied, as such they were removed and retied.were wrongly tied, as
such they were removed and retied & jumped outwards at the start. M19-20 - 123⁄201798 bumped and was steadied at the start.

AIRMAX

1210⁄191286

Pn19 - 1210⁄191322 broken a blood vessel. M19-20 - 2411⁄19112 Jockey reported that in the final stages
of the race his mount ducked inwards sharply and as such he had to stop riding in order to steady his mount and was observed to have
broken a blood vessel. 2712⁄19536 was scoped at the sampling yard and found to have Gr.III EIPH. M20-21 - 2012⁄20382 jumped inwards
at the start.

GOLD MAGIC

M19-20 - 1512⁄193411 met interference at the start & Jockey reported that his mount was running
green. 161⁄20886 jumped outwards at the start. and Jockey reported that his mount hung out throughout the race and was observed to
have lost its left fore shoe. M20-21 - 73⁄211477 threw its head up and was marginally slow As the start was given.

PHOENIX SPIRIT

Pn19 - 289⁄191104 met interference at the start. 2510⁄1914710 bumped passing the 400 metres & had
an abrasion at the right hind coronet. M19-20 - 232⁄201575 met interference at the start and ducked inwards in the final stages of the
race and Jockey reported that his mount hung-in throughout the race. 123⁄201794 met interference at the start and Jockey reported that
his mount hung-in between the 1000mts. and 800mts and had a gum injury.

SANDRA’S SECRET

